Math Competitions:
Summer Challenge
Happy Summer Break!
If you are reading this, then it is assumed you are proficient in all of your grade level skills
mentioned in your summer math packet, are bored with them, and you’re looking for a challenge.
I highly recommend looking into math competitions. Please email me, Mr. Dalzell, if you have
any questions: mdalzell@sacredheartlynd.org.
To be better prepared for this year’s math competitions, you must:
- Achieve automaticity with base skills (page 2)
o Use flash cards and practice Number Sense rounds
- Strengthen/Learn math skills (page 3)
o Use khanacademy to progress through more advanced skills
- Practice problem solving with multi-step questions which utilize many different
topics (page 3) (ex: a question requiring the understanding of Pythagorean theorem,
ratios, and area)
o Use Alcumus and Sprint/Target rounds to become a more adept problem-solver
The second and third parts are entwined together when preparing.

Levels of Competition
-

-

Elementary (3rd – 6th grades)
o Mathleague
o SHS Math Competition
Middle School (6th – 8th grades)
o Mathcounts
o Mathleague
o iLearn Math Contest
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Automaticity
What does automaticity mean? In a phrase: second nature. The goal of the base skills is
automaticity, in other words the knowledge can be recalled almost instantly, like muscle
memory. The less brain power needed for certain math skills, the more can be focused on the
actual question. Most of these skills also count as mental math, therefore Number Sense scores
can greatly increase, as will Sprint, Target, and Team. This lays the FOUNDATION for success.
What should be automatic for all (mental math):
- Times tables up to and including 12’s
- Division tables up to and including 12’s
- Squares (52 = 5*5 = 25) up to 252
- Times and division tables up to 15’s
- Cubes (53 = 5*5*5 = 125) up to 123
- Basic 2-digit and 3-digit addition and subtraction
- Listing smallest ten prime numbers (2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29)
o Listing the rest of the 2-digit prime numbers (31, 37, 41, 43, 47, 53, 59, 61, 67,
71, 73, 79, 83, 89, 97)

What should be automatic for Middle School and for those Elementary students looking to
qualify for states in Mathleague:
- Basic Pythagorean triples and special cases
- Factorials (5!= 5*4*3*2*1 = 120) up to and including 8!
- Perfect Square Roots up to and including √625 = 25
- Greatest Common Factor and Least Common Multiple of common numbers (mainly 1and 2-digit numbers)
- Simplify fractions
- Simple percents of numbers (20% of 40, 50% of 80, etc.)
- Simplify non-perfect square roots
- Fraction/Decimal/Percent Conversions for commonly used numbers:
1 1 2 1 3 1 2 3 4 1 5 1 3 5 7 1 2 4 5 7 8 1 1 1 1 1 1
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,
2 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 5 6 6 8 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 9 10 12 20 25 50 100
How to train for skills:
- Once the facts are learned, use flash cards and time yourself.
- Try to continually beat your time. Try it every day.
- Practice some of the SHS Number Sense rounds (10 minutes). The questions are easier
than those of Mathleague, so it is a good stepping stone.
- For more information, look later in the packet for The Approach
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How to train for Problem Solving:
In a word: PRACTICE! Try a few questions from the SHS Sprint (40 minutes) and Target (6
min each question pair) rounds, check the answers, figure out what went wrong if incorrect.
Other Math Skills to Strengthen/Learn
Most of the skills seen underneath work for both Elementary and Middle School Level skills,
though the list is focused more for Elementary Level.
- Square Roots (“undoing” squares, since 52 = 25, √25 = 5)
- Roman Numerals
- Greatest Common Factors
- Least Common Multiples
- Fraction Operations
- Decimal Operations
- Integer Operations
- Percentage of a Number (ex: 15% of 450)
- New operation definitions (ex: if 𝑎∇𝑏 = 2𝑎 − 3𝑏, find 15∇8 or find 12∇(5∇4) )
- Ratios and Rates
- Proportions
- Difference of Squares
- Perfect Squares (binomials)
- Probability
- Counting (how many primes between 30 and 100, how many ways can 12 runners finish
in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place, etc.)
- Pythagorean Theorem
- Geometry (2D/3D, slopes)
- Logic
How do you decide which skills to work on?
Easy! Practice the competition rounds! There are many topics and subtopics in the list. They
are also normally presented in a different way than most textbooks will present them.
- First, learn and understand the concept
o Watch khanacademy videos on the concept
- Second, be able to answer standard (textbook) questions and skill- based questions
o Practice khanacademy exercises on the concept, work on your grade’s mission
and the next grade’s mission
- Third, apply concept to word problems
o Practice khanacademy exercises with word problems, continue working on your
grade’s mission and the next grade’s mission
- Fourth, apply concept in conjunction with other concepts to better internalize the concept
and others
o Practice concept on Alcumus
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Khanacademy Missions:
Once you have created a khanacademy account (see page 5)
- Search 5th grade math in the search bar (or a different grade level)
- Click on the link “5th grade math | Khan Academy”
- Click “Mission”
- Start the Mission warm-up and use this page to work on the 5th grade mission

Alcumus practice:
Once you have created an Alcumus account (click on one of the links below and make an
account and join the class, and the remainder of them to join other classes):
- Number Theory: http://teacher.aops.com/3946/NJDS
- Prealgebra: http://teacher.aops.com/3947/RHTN
- Algebra: http://teacher.aops.com/4210/KKDL
- Choose the skill on which you wish to work
- Work towards “blue” status, which shows consistent correct answers and suggests higher
proficiency.

NOTE: If you go to “Settings” on the left side, you can change the level of difficulty for your
questions. Suggestion: start at “Easy” and work your way up.
NOTE 2: You can choose what your focus is when you are playing. Note that there is a link for
“Change Focus” in the Focus box below. Click on it and change which topic you wish to
attempt.
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Students may have an account through a parent’s account by creating a child account (multiple
child accounts can be created with one parent account), or students may have their own account.
CREATING AN ACCOUNT
If neither you nor your child has a khanacademy.org account already in existence.
Go to khanacademy.org
In the middle of the page underneath the “Sign in with Google” bar, there are 3 options: “sign up
with email,” “Teachers, start here,” and “Parents, start here”. Choose either “sign up with
email,” or “Parents, start here.”
IF YOU CHOOSE “SIGN UP WITH EMAIL,” put in your (or your child’s) First name, last
name, email address, and birthdate.
IF YOU CHOOSE “PARENTS, START HERE,” you can sign up using google, facebook (not
recommended), or another email with “Or sign up using email.” Input the proper
information.
CREATING A CHILD’S ACCOUNT
If a parent has a khanacademy.org account OR just created one using the above steps.
− Sign in to your account.
− On the top left corner should be a link that says “Coach.” Click it.
− Click on “Child Accounts” link on the left side.
− Click the “Create Child Account” button.
− Fill in the information needed.
− Please note that the child’s password can only be changed by you.
***The benefit of creating a child’s account through your own is you have access to see your
child’s progress in the skill sets.***
LINKING YOUR ACCOUNT
If a student has his/her own account and has yet to linked it to his/her parent.
1) Sign in to your account.
2) Click on your name on the top right side.
3) Highlight and click your name again from the drop down menu.
4) Click on “Coaches” on the left side of the screen. It is the last link on the left side.
5) Type in your parent's email (used for the parent account) as the coach's ID and press the
button to add your parent as the coach.
6) Type in the class code: ZPM9TP48 in the coach’s ID area to let Mr. Dalzell see your
progression
***Already existing usernames can be used IF the username can identify the student without
ambiguity***
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The Approach:
1. Take a Number Sense Round, Sprint Round, or Target Round in the normal time frame.
o For Number Sense Rounds, work up to the 80 questions if you are not answering
40+ correct yet. Start with only the first 30 or 40 instead of the entire round.
o For Sprint Rounds, work up to the 30 questions if you are not answering 15+
correct yet. Start with only the first 10 or 15 questions instead of the entire round.
o For Middle School Sprint Rounds: try using the Mathcounts Handbook (see
Resources page) which has 10 questions per page. Time yourself for 15 minutes
(maybe 20 minutes).
2. When done, score your round with a simple circle (correct) or X (incorrect).
3. Spend another 15 minutes or so solve the problems which you got wrong or didn’t
answer during the test. Check the accuracy of your answers.
4. At this point, you should have 4 categories of problems:
o Completely correct- don’t worry about these questions at all.
o Correct, but it took a long time- if it is an early question taking 2-3 minutes, then
it is a time-sink. Find out why it is a time-sink. Is there an easier/faster way of
solving the problem?
o Incorrect (or blank) but solved it after the normal round was done- these are
probably larger time-sinks. Find out why it was originally incorrect (or blank).
o Incorrect and could not solve it afterwards- Look up the solution (not just the
answer). Write the solution and figure out where the lapse was. Was it a fluke?
Was it incomplete knowledge? Was it not knowing how to start the question? If
there were multiple questions in similar categories that were incorrect, focus on
those categories (such as similar triangles or factoring).
5. File away every question you got wrong (last category) in folder(s).
6. TAKE A BREAK, recharge your brain: read a book, play a game, go swimming, etc.
7. At the end of the week, review all the questions that were incorrect. Spend some time
reviewing the topics and try sample questions.
8. Repeat, including trying some of the same questions again.
Why take this approach?
You can practice shooting eight hours a day, but if your technique is wrong, then all you become
is very good at shooting the wrong way. Get the fundamentals down and the level of everything
you do will rise.”- Michael Jordan

First, this approach instills good and effective studying habits. It maximizes the effect of your
work. For many students, 45 minutes-1 hour of this approach can be more effective than 2-3
hours of just practice problems.
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This process allows you to focus on your weak points and make them your strong points. It
helps you to self-reflect on your own work and see where you normally succeed and where you
normally fail.
"When you first start off trying to solve a problem, the first solutions you come up with
are very complex, and most people stop there. But if you keep going, and live with the
problem and peel more layer of the onion off, you can often times arrive at some very
elegant and simple solutions."
- Steve Jobs, 2006

Secondly, it allows you to revisit questions and find a more elegant solution. Math is not just
about finding the right answer. That is a small part. Peel the onion layers off and find the most
elegant (and quickest) solution!

Other Resources:
Other skills/problem solving:
- Elementary
o SHS Math Competitions are on the Math Club blog. These reflect some of the
easier questions in the Mathleague competitions, and it is a good starting point but
by no means the end!
o Request more Mathleague-style questions from Mr. Dalzell or go to
mathleague.org and request their sample Elementary Rounds for free.
o Khanacademy.org to learn/relearn more skills and practice basic questions with
the skills.
o Note: Once a good foundation in skills is learned, switch most of the focus to
problem solving (Sprint and Target)
- Middle School
o Go to mathleague.org and request their sample Middle School Rounds for free.
o Mathcounts Minis- to learn how to solve styles of problems
▪ https://www.mathcounts.org/resources/video-library/mathcounts-minis
o Mathcounts Trainer- problems which scale from School level through Chapter,
State, and National. If your answer to a question is incorrect, take a screen shot
and revisit later.
▪ http://www.artofproblemsolving.com/mathcounts_trainer
o Mathcounts Handbook- includes answers (not solutions). Try 15 or 20 minutes
for 10 questions and follow the approach outlined earlier in this document.
▪ https://www.mathcounts.org/resources/school-handbook
o Khanacademy.org to learn/relearn more skills and practice basic questions with
the skills.
o NOTE: Mathcounts does hit a good amount of PreAlgebra and Algebra. They are
approachable to 6th graders with some time and practice.

